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The applicants, a lesbian couple, decided to have a child. They asked the respondent, a gay man, to be the 
father. All three parties' intention was that the respondent would be more than a sperm donor, that he would 
be recognized as the child's father and that he would have generous access. Shortly after the child's birth, 
the parties entered into an agreement (the "agreement") which established the arrangements among the 
parties respecting custody, access, child support and adoption. For many years, the applicants were happy 
with their choice of the respondent as the father of their child. However, relations between the applicants 
and the respondent became acrimonious and strained. The applicants commenced a joint application to 
adopt the child. They moved for an order dispensing with the respondent's consent to the adoption. They 
relied in part on a term in the agreement that the respondent would consent to a termination of his parental 
rights, if necessary, if the applicants sought to adopt the child.  

Held, the motion should be dismissed.  

The applicants failed to establish that the court should be bound by the terms in the agreement respecting 
adoption or that the court should give weight to the parties' intentions regarding the adoption as expressed 
in the agreement. The agreement was not a domestic contract as defined in the Family Law Act, R.S.O. 
1990, c. F.3. Even if it were, it was still subject to the child's best interests.  

An adoption was not required to solidify the legal parenthood of the non-biological mother of the child. She 
was a custodial parent pursuant to an agreement that could easily be incorporated into a Superior Court 
custody order. The parties could also apply jointly to the Superior Court for a declaration that the child had 
two legal mothers and a father. The fact that they had chosen to pursue adoption rather than pursuing any of 
the avenues available to them raised the question of whether they were motivated more by animus towards 
the respondent than by concern for the status of the non- biological mother.  

The child had a positive relationship and a secure place, not only in her primary family, but in the 
respondent's family. Given the applicants' animus towards the respondent, it was likely that the child's 
security in her relationship with him would not remain intact if the motion to dispense with consent, and the 
adoption, were granted. Given the gravity and importance that the law has always ascribed to adoption, the 
respondent's status in any present or future access proceedings would be permanently prejudiced, and this 
would affect the child's future relationship with him. That relationship needed to be preserved. Although 
parental misconduct is not required to support a motion to dispense, the courts generally rely on these 
circumstances to balance what a child would lose against what he or she would gain by permitting the 
adoption to proceed. The respondent had always been a loving, involved and responsible parent. There was 
no improper motive on his part relating to his own interests rather than the child's. An order dispensing with 
the respondent's consent would not be in the child's best interests.  

MOTION for an order dispensing with the father's consent to adoption. 
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[1] M.L. COHEN J.: -- This is a ruling on a motion for an order dispensing with the consent of a parent to 
an adoption. The applicants, Ms. M.A.C. and Ms. C.A.D., are a lesbian couple who have cohabited for a 
lengthy period of time. They are the custodial parents and primary caregivers of the child B. (born on 
September 11, 2002). Ms. M.A.C. is B.'s biological mother, and Ms. C.A.D. is her non-biological mother. 
The respondent, Mr. M.K., is a gay man. He is B.'s biological father and access parent. Although B. was 
conceived by Mr. M.K.'s sperm donation, Mr. M.K. is not merely B.'s genetic or biological parent. He is a 
known and involved father.  

[2] Ms. M.A.C. and Ms. C.A.D. have commenced a joint application for the adoption of B. Their intention 
is to secure for Ms. C.A.D. the same legal status that Ms. M.A.C. and Mr. M.K. enjoy as B.'s biological 
parents. Under the current adoption law in Ontario, in order for Ms. C.A.D. to acquire this status, Mr. M.K. 
must cease to be her legal parent. Mr. M.K. is unwilling to lose this status and refuses his consent to the 
adoption.  

[3] The applicants distinguish their family structure from what they call the "heterosexual norm". They 
argue that their particular social position as lesbian parents renders their need to have Ms. C.A.D. 
pronounced a legal parent more urgent than it would be for a heterosexual couple. They assert that Ms. 
C.A.D. is "treated like a second class citizen", that she is "invisible", a "legal stranger" to B., and that "titles 
matter". The applicants submit that Mr. M.K.'s consent to the adoption should be dispensed with to solidify 
Ms. C.A.D.'s position as an equal legal parent to B.  
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[4] The applicants also seek to adopt B. as a way of resolving the conflict that has developed between them 
and Mr. M.K. Although relations between the applicants and the respondent were amicable at one time, 
they have deteriorated. The respondent has persistently sought to increase his access to B. The respondent 
has exercised access to B. on Thursday evenings and one weekend per month since she was two years of 
age. He wishes to spend additional time with her on a regular basis. The applicants have been equally 
persistent in refusing any expansion of the access. The applicants argue that an order for adoption is the 
only way to resolve this ongoing conflict.  

[5] The applicants experience the respondent's claims to increased access as a threat to the security of their 
family. They state that they are "parenting out of a place of deep fear, insecurity and alienation", and they 
believe an adoption would "create some peace". They believe that an adoption would produce security, 
structure, boundaries and clarity for their family. After an adoption, B. would have "one family to be in 
charge of her interests". In my view, the applicants seek an adoption order not only because they wish to 
change Ms. C.A.D.'s legal status, but also because they wish to change Mr. M.K.'s.  

[6] For this very reason, among others, Mr. M.K. opposes the motion to dispense with his consent. He 
argues that an adoption would extinguish his role as B.'s parent, not only legally, but also for many 
practical purposes. He denies that an adoption would reduce tensions between the parties. Although the 
applicants perceive his position as overly powerful because of his biological parenthood, the respondent 
views it as vulnerable. He believes an adoption order in favour of the applicants would enable them to 
marginalize his role in B.'s life -- that he would become "little more than a friendly uncle". In addition, the 
respondent claims that the adoption order, in his words, would be  

. . . discriminatory because it discriminates against fathers, and in particular it discriminates against 
gay fathers, because it says you're a second-class parent. You are little more than a sperm donor we 
control. It will have a chilling effect on the reproductive choices available to the gay and lesbian 
community.  

[7] In an application to dispense with consent to an adoption, the court must decide whether making the 
order is in the child's best interests. All three parties argue that the issues they have raised bear directly on 
B.'s best interests. As will be evident, I have decided that an order dispensing with consent is contrary to 
B.'s best interests. My reasons are as follows.  

1. Introductory Facts  

[8] The three parties in this dispute are highly educated and successful in their chosen fields. Ms. M.A.C. is 
a lawyer and business person, in addition to her role as B.'s primary caregiver, she has several post-
graduate degrees and has been a part-time law professor. Ms. C.A.D. is a financial advisor employed with a 
major financial institution. Like Ms. M.A.C., Mr. M.K. is a lawyer, has several post-graduate degrees and 
teaches law. Since June 2008, the respondent has been married to Mr. T.D., with whom he has been in a 
relationship for two years. All three parties are intelligent and articulate. They are prosperous and enjoy 
physically and socially active lifestyles. They have a history of engagement in political and charitable 
activities. They have wide and sometimes overlapping social networks. All three love and deeply treasure 
their daughter, B.  

2. History  

[9] The applicants began to cohabit in 1995. By the year 2000, they had decided to have a child and had 
settled on a careful and deliberate plan. They considered, and rejected, the possibility of having a child 
through anonymous sperm donation. They wanted their child to know his or her father because, as Ms. 
C.A.D. testified,  

. . . we felt that it would be hard enough for a child of two lesbians to have a mystery biological link, 
or possible parent of an unknown quantity. We thought it would be good for the health and well being 



of a potential child . . . so we just . . . thought it would be a good thing to do, but certainly with 
parameters.  

[10] The applicants wanted the father to be a gay man. They believed choosing a heterosexual man would 
lead to problems because ". . . no woman would ever want to be married to a man who had children with 
another woman". Furthermore, according to Ms. M.A.C., they believed that  

. . . with gay men . . . they would be flattered, interested . . . and would, given their options to have 
children . . . what we were offering might be interesting to them, might be attractive to them, I mean 
their options are in some ways much more bleaker than even . . . ours.  

[11] To protect their autonomy as the child's primary parents, the applicants decided that the father would 
not pay child support. The applicants believed, in Ms. M.A.C.'s words, that ". . . the selling points were that 
the child would always know the father and we would never come after him for money".  

[12] The applicants approached several gay men who declined the offer. Then in May 2001, at a dinner 
party at their home, the applicants asked the respondent whether he would be interested in having children 
with them. Ms. M.A.C. had met the respondent in law school in the early' 90s. All three parties had mutual 
friends and, through one of these friends, they had become part of a convivial group that went on canoe 
trips and met for other social activities. Both applicants liked and respected Mr. M.K. After some 
reflection, Mr. M.K. indicated his interest. Mr. M.K. testified that he told the applicants that he wanted to 
have a child who would know and have an active involvement with him. He stated that the applicants told 
him that they also wanted the child to have an active father and that the father would have generous access. 
Although the applicants did not fully endorse Mr. M.K.'s recollection in their testimony, given their 
thinking prior to approaching him and the events that followed, I accept his testimony on this point.  

[13] The applicants had decided that Ms. M.A.C. would be the biological mother. The respondent was 
helpful and co-operative in the insemination process and Ms. M.A.C.'s pregnancy was greeted with joy by 
the parties. Dinners with their extended families ensued and the respondent's friend held a baby shower. 
When B. was born, the respondent was in the delivery room with the applicants. The parties were ecstatic. 
B. was given a hyphenated last name incorporating the last names of the two mothers, "D.-C.", and, by 
agreement, B.'s middle name was "K". The respondent was noted as the father on the statement of live 
birth. All three parties were named as parents in the birth announcements appearing in newspapers and sent 
to friends. The respondent's mother braved a hurricane to fly in from Newfoundland. The applicants held a 
party to celebrate B.'s birth and the respondent's extended family attended. Six godparents were chosen for 
B.'s christening -- two were named by each party.  

3. The Agreement  

[14] In October 2002, shortly after B.'s birth, at the instigation of the applicants, the parties entered into an 
agreement. The document was entitled a "Paternity, Support, Custody and Access Agreement" but, in the 
body of the agreement, it was referred to as a "donor contract". The agreement sets out arrangements 
between the parties respecting custody, access and child support and contains provisions regarding 
adoption. Discussion about the meaning of its various terms and argument about its legal effectiveness 
occupied a good deal of the trial, just as these same matters have preoccupied the parties since its 
execution.  

4. After the Agreement  

[15] Although the parties had been friends before B. was born, after her birth they endeavoured to construct 
themselves as a "family". They celebrated many occasions together "as a family", including Christmases, 
birthdays, pride weeks and school social events. On B.'s second Christmas, in December 2003, the parties 
sent out a joint Christmas card. From time to time, they shared dinners together at each other's homes, or 
with friends. In the summer, they went to the cottages of family members or friends and, in the winter, they 



skied together. It is not disputed that, on at least 50 occasions, the applicants, the respondent and B. 
gathered together for social events. In February 2004, the respondent and Ms. C.A.D. waited in line from 
four o'clock in the morning to register B. for preschool. That same year, the respondent held a birthday 
party for Ms. M.A.C. In January 2007, when Ms. M.A.C. decided to run for a political nomination, the 
respondent and Mr. T.D. worked on her campaign and helped the applicants out with babysitting. Mr. M.K. 
and B. appear together in Ms. M.A.C.'s campaign video. Relations between the extended families were 
warm.  

[16] I find that, for many years, the applicants were happy with their choice of the respondent as the father 
of their child. Indeed, the applicants were so satisfied with the respondent as a parent that, between 2003 
and 2005, Ms. M.A.C. attempted to conceive a second child with him, and thereafter, Ms. C.A.D. discussed 
conceiving a child with him. In 2005 as well, the parties were discussing how they might go about 
obtaining an order for a three-way adoption (which would have involved a Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms challenge), and in 2007, they drafted pleadings for a declaration of three- way parentage. The 
application for a three-parent adoption, and the application for a declaration, ultimately foundered as a 
result of conflict between the parties.  

[17] The applicants do not endorse the rosy picture that I have drawn of their parenting relationship with 
the respondent. In the applicant's narrative, the respondent persistently demonstrated a "lack of 
boundaries", a "lack of structure" and a lack of respect for the terms of the agreement. The applicants 
offered numerous examples of his failure to respect boundaries: 
-- When B. was born, the respondent arrived with an entourage to the birthing room (an event described by 
Ms. M.A.C. as "traumatic");  
-- he brought his then partner to sleep with him in the applicants' home on his first overnight visit with B. 
(B. was then two years of age and asleep in her own room);  
-- with little notice, he asked whether he could bring his current partner to the christening;  
-- he was exercising access with Mr. T.D. before the applicants had heard of him; and  
-- a photo of the respondent holding B. in his arms was posted on a dating site linked to the respondent's 
Facebook page.  
(The respondent denied posting the photograph.)  

[18] The applicants also expressed concerns about the number of partners with whom the respondent had 
significant relationships and his frequent changes of residence. These instances were cited by the applicants 
as evidence of the respondent's "lack of structure". The applicants also alleged numerous violations of the 
agreement -- for example, that the respondent did not advise the applicants, or five- year-old B., in advance 
of his planned marriage to Mr. T.D., nor of the wedding date, nor of his current plans to have a child with 
Mr. T.D.  

[19] The applicants' concerns reached their apex over an event that occurred in August 2007. At that time, 
during a summer access visit, the respondent took B. to his cottage without advising the applicants in 
advance and then failed to return her on time. Whether or not the respondent breached the agreement -- and 
that is unclear to me -- I find that the applicants' response was grossly disproportionate and contrary to B.'s 
best interests. Immediately after this incident, which involved numerous telephone calls and e-mails, the 
respondent received a letter from the applicant's counsel advising him that "new rules" were being set. 
These rules gave the applicants absolute control over the frequency and conditions of the respondent's 
access. He was told that that all access would take place in the applicants' home, that overnight access was 
suspended and that, in the alternative, the respondent would have to arrange access "on a case by case 
basis". Furthermore, if the applicants agreed to the respondent's taking B. to a designated location, then he 
would have to remain there until they decided how and when B. was to be returned.  

[20] Until the respondent was able to restore his usual access regime by taking legal action, the access visits 
were almost entirely supervised by the applicants. The respondent described these visits as akin to "being 
under house arrest" and described B. as "very clingy and very distressed", which is not surprising. These 
rules also meant that B. could not visit with the respondent's extended family during her access visits, a 
routine to which she was accustomed and that she enjoyed. In my view, nothing that the respondent did 
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warranted imposing such appalling conditions and I find they were imposed in complete disregard of B.'s 
well-being.  

[21] In the result, I did not draw any significant negative inference against the respondent from the 
applicants' evidence. I found nothing inappropriate, or even unusual, in his history of relationships with 
other men, his large social network or his active social life. Nor did I find his life to be unstable or 
unstructured. To the contrary, he is strongly connected to his family, has many long-standing friendships, is 
steadily employed and has a solid history of community service. Since May 2007, he has owned his own 
home, in which he took great care to design a special bedroom for B. He chose the home because it was 
located within reasonable distance of the applicants' residence. According to the evidence, the respondent is 
happily married and the applicants expressed no concerns about Mr. T.D.  

[22] In the end, however, the most telling evidence of the respondent's stability is his relationship with B. In 
B.'s life, the respondent is indisputably a loving and reliable presence. The respondent has not only been 
regular in his access, he has developed routines with B. that she enjoys; he has involved her with his 
extended family; he engages her in numerous recreational activities; he loves being with her, and his 
partner loves being with her as well. The respondent has been involved in arrangements regarding B.'s 
education and knows her schools and her teachers. On the evidence before me, I find the respondent to be a 
caring and protective parent.  

[23] It would appear that, by their evidence about "boundaries" and "structure", the applicants intended to 
demonstrate that fundamental differences exist between themselves and the respondent, that these 
differences have created conflict in the past and that they can be expected to cause difficulties in the future. 
The applicants argue that, to the extent that conflict with the respondent creates tension in B.'s primary 
home, her stability, security and proper development are affected. Nonetheless -- and although I recognize 
that this trial was not about access -- there was little evidence that this conflict affected B. Although there 
may have been instances when the respondent was insensitive or showed poor judgment, there was almost 
no evidence that his conduct caused any apparent problem for B. Although the applicants spoke about B.'s 
"difficulty with transitions", I heard of only one occasion when she returned from an access visit crying.  

[24] In my view, the applicants see Mr. M.K. as a guest who was invited into their family "with certain 
parameters" and who no longer understands that he is there on sufferance. He persists in making fresh and, 
from their point of view, unreasonable demands. Ms. M.A.C. stated that the respondent wanted access 
every other weekend, "right from the beginning", ". . . he's constantly pushing against us . . . constantly 
asking for things we never ever contemplated" and he "never stops demanding and never stops 
negotiating". Yet the applicants find themselves unable to remove the respondent from their family entirely, 
in part, but also importantly, because he is B.'s biological parent. The applicants consider this dynamic 
unfair because, as B.'s primary caregivers, they believe that they should be exclusively entitled to determine 
her best interests and that this authority should include controlling the nature and frequency of the 
respondent's access to B. I find that the applicants perceived the respondent's "demands" as a means by 
which he sought to entrench himself as a "co-parent", and this offended their view that Ms. C.A.D. was the 
rightful co-parent notwithstanding the fact she was not a biological parent. Ms. M.A.C. stated this directly 
in her evidence:  

He's using his second parent status to carve out and articulate his rights and it's not fair to Ms. 
C.A.D.  

[25] The concerns that the applicants raise are commonly expressed by heterosexual step-parents who 
resent the ongoing presence of the child's access parent in the life of the newly constituted family. In this 
case, however, the argument is different. The applicants, as lesbians, belong to a historically oppressed 
group whose achievement of social acceptance is an ongoing project. The applicants assert that, unlike the 
"heterosexual norm", their family structure is particularly vulnerable to intrusions by the biological access 
parent and should be protected by the court. In their experience, the routine social expectation is that a child 
has a biological mother or a step-mother. Ms. C.A.D., who is neither, thus finds that she is "invisible" in 
many social contexts and, as a parent, must struggle not to be regarded as a "second class citizen". The 



respondent, however, enjoys instant recognition as B.'s father because of his biological relationship to her. 
In the applicants' configuration, the respondent's claim to parenthood is based not on his assumption of 
what they regard as the true parenting role of the primary caregiver, but on his biology. Hence, the more 
that the respondent pushed for increased access, the more the applicants sensed Ms. C.A.D.'s vulnerability. 
For the applicants, the remedy for this perceived unfairness is an adoption order that would irrevocably, 
and for all purposes, define Ms. C.A.D. as a parent of B. In Ms. C.A.D.'s words, "There needs to be 
"'permanent parentage'". The applicants discount the fact that Mr. M.K., who also belongs to a historically 
oppressed group, might likewise feel some fragility in his position. For Mr. M.K., an adoption by the 
applicants is unfair. He states that "The two-parent adoption is exclusionary."  

[26] Over time, the applicants' preoccupation with the need to address Ms. C.A.D.'s legal vulnerability has 
come to be identified with the protection of their family as a nuclear family. Ms. C.A.D. states that B. 
"needs one stable and secure family", which should be "the primary family where she has lived her entire 
life". She needs "one family to be in charge of her interests". This emphasis on "one stable secure family" 
represents a change in the applicants' views, because at the time that the parties signed the agreement, they 
anticipated that all three, together with B.,  

. . . will spend time together as a family, e.g., holidays, canoe trips, summer at each other's cottages, 
and Ms. C.A.D. testified that  

The spirit of the agreement is that it was supposed to be us and our family and with [Mr. M.K.]. The 
respondent as well stated that  

The idea has always been an inclusive one of three parents.  

[27] I have several comments on these issues. The first is that, on the evidence before me and recognizing 
that I have not heard the evidence that the parties intend to call at the arbitration hearing, the respondent's 
claims to greater access seem reasonable. The agreement provided that  

. . . when the child is ready, [Mr. M.K.] will have access one weekend per month (except in July and 
August), each Thursday for dinner until the child's bedtime, Father's Day, Christmas day from noon 
to bedtime and 3 other consecutive days during Christmas holidays . . . and when the child is ready 
two weeks each summer and one additional summer weekend.  

[28] Mr. M.K. did wait until the applicants were agreeable to his exercising the access set out in this 
provision. Furthermore, the agreement provided that this schedule was to be the respondent's "minimum 
time", and that "the parties anticipate that [Mr. M.K.] will have additional time with the child". Yet the 
applicants have either held the respondent to the original schedule or reduced his access. On the basis of the 
evidence before me, the respondent's claim to additional access (the "divorced daddy" model, as Ms. 
M.A.C. described it, of alternate weekends) was a natural outgrowth of his relationship with B., and 
consonant with the parties original intention that B. enjoy a full relationship with him.  

[29] Second, I am not persuaded that an adoption is required to solidify Ms. C.A.D.'s legal parenthood. Ms. 
C.A.D. is a custodial parent pursuant to an agreement that could easily be incorporated into a Superior 
Court custody order. The applicants' evidence is that they never considered, sought or received legal advice 
about a claim for custody of B. Why they ignored this obvious, relatively inexpensive and uncomplicated 
step was not explained.  

[30] The parties can also jointly apply to the Superior Court for a declaration that B. has two legal mothers 
and a father, as was done in the case of A. (A.) v. B. (B.) (2007), 2007 ONCA 2 (CanLII), 83 O.R. (3d) 
561, [2007] O.J. No. 2 (C.A.). This is a step that the parties were prepared to take in 2007, when they had 
gone so far as to prepare the necessary pleadings. The applicants now profess no interest in obtaining a 
declaration. The respondent, however, testified that he "fully supports a three-way adoption [which the 
parties were actively considering in 2005], or a three-way declaration of parentage".  
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[31] In A. (A.) v. B. (B.), supra, the Ontario Court of Appeal adopted the following as legal benefits 
flowing from a declaration of parentage: 
-- all the rights and obligations of a custodial parent;  
-- legal recognition of Ms. C.A.D.'s relationship with B. would also determine other kindred relationships;  
-- the declaration of parentage is a lifelong immutable declaration of status;  
-- it allows the parent to fully participate in the child's life;  
-- the declared parent's consent is required for any future adoption;  
-- the declaration determines lineage;  
-- the declaration ensures that the child will inherit on intestacy;  
-- the declared parent may obtain an OHIP card, a social insurance number, airline tickets and passports for 
the child;  
-- the child of a Canadian citizen is a Canadian citizen, even if born outside of Canada (Citizenship Act, 
R.S.C. 1985, c. C-29, s. 3(1)(b));  
-- the declared parent may register the child in school; and  
-- the declared parent may assert her rights under various laws, such as the Health Care Consent Act, 
1996 (as amended), being Sch. A to the Advocacy, Consent and Substitute Decisions Statute Law 
Amendment Act, 1996, S.O. 1996, c. 2, s. 20(1)5.  

[32] The court held [at para. 15] that "A declaration of parentage provides practical and symbolic 
recognition of the parent-child relationship." [See Note 1 below] According to Ms. C.A.D., however, the 
applicants do not regard this option as providing sufficient protection.  

[33] Notwithstanding the absence of any legal action taken by the parties to strengthen Ms. C.A.D.'s 
position, it appears that she has in fact been recognized as B.'s parent for all practical purposes, that is, by 
B.'s schools, doctors, and in recreational activities, etc. A custody order or a declaration would confirm a 
situation that already exists. Marriage might also assist, a path the applicants apparently are considering. 
The fact that the applicants have chosen to pursue the end game of adoption with this application, rather 
than pursuing any of the avenues available to them, leads me to question whether the situation is as urgent 
as they claim and whether the applicants' are motivated more by animus towards the respondent than by 
concern for Ms. C.A.D.'s status. I recognize that it is the applicants' position that they did try to proceed 
with an application for a three-way adoption, and with an application for a declaration, but were thwarted 
by the respondent's demands for increased access, but I am not persuaded that they exhausted the 
possibilities of reasonable compromise.  

[34] The applicants state that every time that they attempted to move forward under the agreement, they 
became embroiled in conflict with the respondent. They argue that an adoption is necessary to end this 
conflict, to the benefit of B. The applicants, as I have noted, state that the root of the conflict is to be found 
in Ms. C.A.D.'s vulnerability and the respondent's alleged trading for increased access on the applicants' 
desire to strengthen her legal position. They do not acknowledge that the respondent is also vulnerable. He 
is an access parent who wants more involvement in his child's life and the custodial parents want him to 
have less. On the factual question whether such trading occurred, I find it likely that, as in most 
negotiations, the parties traded equally on the weaknesses of the other. The applicants argue that ultimately 
the way to resolve these issues is to protect the "primary family" by legally establishing Ms. C.A.D.'s 
parenthood and to leave the access issues to arbitration.  

[35] There are several problems with the applicants' argument that the adoption will resolve these 
dilemmas. The first is that, on the basis of the evidence before me, I do not believe that an adoption order 
would settle conflict between the parties. Although the respondent took the first legal action in this matter, 
the applicants have responded with a vengeance. The respondent applied to the Ontario Court of Justice for 
relief when the applicants dramatically reduced his access in August 2007. Justice Spence restored the 
access on an interim basis and then transferred the matter to an arbitrator, arbitration being the dispute 
resolution mechanism chosen by the parties in their agreement. The applicants appealed that decision. 
Since then, they have commenced other appeals and applications for judicial review. In the arbitration 
proceeding, the applicants are seeking to reduce the respondent's access. They are also seeking $250,000 in 
damages against him for having applied to a court rather than having gone directly to arbitration. They are 
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also asking that the respondent be required to post a $25,000 bond to be forfeited if he seeks custody in the 
future. The arbitration has commenced but, at the time that this matter was heard, had been delayed because 
the applicants had discharged their lawyers. The parties have never sought the assistance of a mediator or 
therapist to resolve their disputes. This unfortunate history confirms the likelihood of ongoing conflict. The 
only basis that I can see for the applicants' belief that an adoption would reduce conflict is that they 
anticipate the order would strengthen their hand in rejecting the respondent's access claims. If that is indeed 
their motive, I do not intend to sanction it.  

[36] The second problem relates to the argument that the adoption should proceed to ensure the security of 
B.'s primary family. To this submission, I respond by observing that, in determining B.'s best interests, the 
issue for the court is not the protection of a specific family structure ab initio. This court sees all kinds of 
family structures and, absent specific statutory provisions otherwise, the nuclear family of two parents and 
a child enjoys no special preference when the court is assessing the best interests of a child. Indeed, a child 
can have more, or less, than two parents for the purposes of family law. The Child and Family Services 
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.11, as amended; the Children's Law Reform Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.12, as amended; 
and the Family Law Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F.3, as amended, all recognize that "parentage" arises in a variety 
of circumstances. Furthermore, the best interests test set out in Part VII of the Child and Family Services 
Act does not require, or even mention, deference to the interests of the child's primary family unit, nor, 
according to the Supreme Court of Canada, even in mobility cases, "does the great burden borne by 
custodial parents justify a presumption in their favour". [See Note 2 below]  

[37] Second, it is well-established in law that, where a child's best interest are concerned, the issue for the 
court is not what kind of family the parents want, but what is best for the child. Although the applicants' 
perspective is important, "The rights and interests of the parents, except as they impact on the best interests 
of the child, are irrelevant." [See Note 3 below] The history of family law has seen a movement away from 
the rights of parents towards the paramountcy of the best interests of children. In determining best interests 
". . . the judge must [always] draw the line . . . from a child-centred perspective". [See Note 4 below] From 
this point of view, the applicants' desire to affirm their nuclear family is not a relevant consideration unless 
there is cogent evidence the child's best interests require it. The applicants have not satisfied me, on a 
balance of probabilities, that the child's learning disability require a particular family form. Furthermore, if 
the court were to grant adoption orders because a child's primary caregivers wanted to consolidate the 
authority of a non-biological step-parent (and stifle the demands of the access parent), one could expect a 
huge increase in adoption applications. There are countless custodial step-parents who would like 
irrevocably to sever their child's connection to the access parent or, as in this case, radically diminish that 
parent's role in the child's life. If adoption in these circumstances is possible, why would they be satisfied 
with a mere custody order?  

5. The Child B.  

[38] I now turn to the central character in this drama, the child B. According to all the evidence, B. is a 
well-loved and loving child. She loves her parents, aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents and friends. She is 
beautiful, bright, curious, confident and affectionate. She is fun to be with. She is healthy and, recognizing 
that B. is in the primary care of the applicants, I find that she is very well cared for by all three parents. B. 
sees the applicants as her mothers and the respondent as her father. The applicants do not dispute that B. 
loves the respondent and wishes to see him. 

[39] The applicants raise two concerns about B. The first is that she has been assessed by a number of 
specialists and educators and, although she is only six years of age, there is evidence she has a learning 
disorder. The applicants are amply addressing this concern. B. attends private school in Toronto and, at the 
time of trial, the applicants had arranged for B. to have an occupational therapist, speech therapist, a full- 
time educational assistant and a tutor. I have no doubt that, in the future, B. will have the full benefit of 
extensive educational supports.  

[40] According to the applicants, the respondent has resisted the notion that B. has a learning disability. 
The respondent has been employed in the past as a primary school teacher and he is interested in B.'s 
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education. He wishes to assist B. in her learning. On the basis of his character as I have understood it 
through his evidence and on his love for B., and provided he is properly informed about B.'s learning 
issues, which it appears has not been the case, I have no doubt he will be anxious to participate in 
addressing her learning difficulties.  

[41] The applicants also allege that B. requires extra care as a result of her learning disability, that she is 
anxious and that "she has difficulty with transitions". For these reasons, they submit that she requires a 
secure and stable family structure, which they conceive will follow from the adoption order. I have no 
doubt B. requires security and stability, but whether she will have it through an adoption order is the 
subject of this dispute. In support of their position, the applicants called Dr. Graham Berman as a witness. 
Dr. Berman is an expert in clinical assessments of children in custody and child protection matters and was 
retained by the applicants for the purpose, as he understood it, of "writing an opinion on whether it was in 
the best interests of the child that the right to consent be dispensed with" from a clinical perspective. [See 
Note 5 below]  

[42] Dr. Berman concluded that, from a clinical perspective, an adoption would be in B.'s best interests. 
However, despite his admitted qualifications, I give this opinion little weight. Dr. Berman accepted the 
retainer in this case on the understanding that he would meet only with one side in the litigation. His 
assessment was based on a single visit with the applicants and B. He did not observe the child with the 
father or in the father's home, nor did he meet with or even speak to the father. [See Note 6 below] He spent 
20 hours formulating his opinion, but only three of those hours were spent in direct observations. The rest 
of his time was spent reading affidavits and reports, including psycho-educational assessments and the 
pleadings in the litigation.  

[43] The applicants in this matter have been exceedingly litigious and they are embroiled in proceedings 
aimed at reducing the respondent's role in B.'s life. In relying on the applicants and excluding the 
respondent as a source of information, Dr. Berman based his opinion not only on insufficient, but on biased 
information. His assessment is neither complete nor impartial. Furthermore, Dr. Berman opined about 
issues that he admitted he did not assess. For example, he testified that he did not conduct an attachment 
assessment, or an access assessment, but he opined about both. I found it astounding that Dr. Berman 
would state that, for B., the notion of "father" was a "theoretical concept", without ever having observed B. 
with her father. In the result, Dr. Berman failed to provide any assistance to the court in resolving the issues 
on this motion.  

6. The Legal Effect of the Agreement  

[44] I am urged by the applicants, as their primary submission, to give effect to the terms of the agreement. 
I am also urged to find that the terms in the agreement respecting adoption actually constitute the 
respondent's requisite consent.  

[45] I begin by stating the well-established principle that, in custody and access cases, a court is not bound 
by the provisions of domestic contracts. [See Note 7 below] This reasoning must hold a fortiori in cases 
that engage the "awful finality" of adoption orders. Thus, regardless of any disclaimers in the agreement 
itself, the court is free to accord the terms of the agreement little or no weight in proceedings addressing a 
child's best interests. The agreement in this case is not a "domestic contract" as defined in the Family Law 
Act, since it is not a marriage contract, separation agreement, cohabitation agreement and probably not a 
paternity agreement. [See Note 8 below] However, even if it were, s. 56 of the Family Law Act, provides 
that:  

56(1) In the determination of a matter respecting the education, moral training or custody of or access to 
a child, the court may disregard any provision of a domestic contract pertaining to the matter where, in 
the opinion of the court, to do so is in the best interests of the child.  
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[46] Furthermore, despite the testimony of both applicants to the contrary, I believe they were well aware 
that the agreement could not override the court's jurisdiction to determine issues relating to B.'s best 
interests. In fact, the agreement itself clearly spells out its legal vulnerability (my emphasis added): 
-- Par 2 (ix): The Parties desire, to the extent they are permitted by law, to settle by agreement all their 
rights and obligations to which they have or may with respect to: 
(1) the custody of, and access to any child . . .  
(2) the support of any child . . .; . . . . .  
-- Par 2 (xi): If for any reason an arbitrator or court of competent jurisdiction in the future declines to 
enforce any term of this agreement, it is the intention of the parties that the term or terms be taken into 
account by the arbitrator or court in its deliberations as evidence of their intentions at the time of this 
agreement . . .; . . . . .  
-- Par 3 (a): . . . Each party understands that Donor Contracts are not recognized contracts in any current 
provincial statutes; however, each Party intends this Agreement to be construed as a domestic contract 
under s.51 of the Family Law Act and as a Domestic Contract which prevails over the same matters 
provided for in the Family Law Act, the Children's Law Reform Act, the Child and Family Services Act, or 
any subsequent statute which makes provision for the rights and obligations set out herein; . . . . .  
-- Par 5: Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, each clause of this Agreement is separate and 
divisible from the others, and should an arbitrator or court refuse to enforce one or more clauses of this 
Agreement, the others are still valid and in full force; . . . . .  
-- Par 9 (h): The Parties acknowledge and agree that his or her respective solicitors has explained to him or 
her that no decision or arrangement or agreement of Parties with respect to the welfare of, custody of, 
access to or support of a child is ever final because the court has the power, notwithstanding the agreement 
of the Parties, to impose different provisions for the child's or children's custody, access and support than 
those agreed to by the Parties . . . (Emphasis added)  

[47] These terms articulate basic legal principles that limit the effectiveness of contracts where children's 
best interests are involved. They make it perfectly clear to the parties that the terms of the agreement, or the 
agreement itself, may not be enforceable. It is inconceivable to me, despite the applicants' testimony to the 
contrary, that they were not given advice to this effect by their counsel as stipulated by para. 9(h).  

[48] However, it is credibly argued by the applicants that the agreement may be taken as a statement of the 
parties' intentions at the time of its execution. A central theme of the testimony of all parties was their faith 
in the agreement, their shared sense of its importance and their adherence to, and reliance upon, its terms. 
The agreement itself stated that it  

. . . represents the Parties' agreement about what they believe will be in the best interests of the child 
or children, even if the circumstances of any or all of them changes dramatically and in ways they 
cannot now anticipate.  

[49] Nonetheless, although I am prepared generally to find that the agreement reflects the parties' intentions 
regarding their parenting and child support arrangements, as well as their chosen dispute resolution 
mechanisms, in my view, it cannot be relied upon as an indication of their intentions regarding an 
adoption.  

[50] The agreement contains two paragraphs respecting adoption. These paragraphs are, in my view, 
inconsistent and confusing. On the question of adoption, the agreement provided as follows: 
-- Paragraph 2 (a)(viii): By this Agreement, the parties express their intentions to be co-parents of the child, 
and to jointly apply for adoption to effect their intentions. The child will have two mothers and a father.  . . 
. . .  
-- Paragraph 8: ADOPTION RIGHTS  

In order to finalize their intentions, the parties agree that [Ms. M.A.C.] and [Ms. C.A.D.] will commence 
adoption proceedings so that [Ms. M.A.C.] and [Ms. C.A.D.] can jointly adopt the child. This adoption 
application, which preserves [Ms. C.A.D.'s] legal relationship to the child, is a paramount consideration for 
the parties. Ideally they would like to accomplish this without terminating [Mr. M.K.'s] parental rights. 
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[Ms. M.A.C.] and [Ms. C.A.D.] will name [Mr. M.K.] as the father in the adoption proceedings and the 
parties will consent to [Mr. M.K.'s] parental rights continuing notwithstanding the adoption by [Ms. 
M.A.C.] and [Ms. C.A.D.] and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Child and Family 
Services Act. If the court will not grant the adoption order without terminating [Mr. M.K.'s] parental rights, 
then [Mr. M.K.] will consent to same pursuant to the Child and Family Services Act and [Mr. M.K.] 
specifically undertakes to execute a consent as required by s 137. If an adoption order is made under these 
circumstances, the parties agree that, between them, [Mr. M.K.] will always be the child's father and have 
all of the rights accorded him by the Agreement.  

[51] It may be seen that, while para. 2(a)(viii) expresses the parties' intention to be co-parents of B. and to 
apply jointly for adoption to effect that intention, para. 8 states that the applicants will apply for the 
adoption so that they can jointly adopt the child. Paragraph 2(a)(viii) foresees that, at the conclusion of the 
adoption, "the child will have two mothers and a father". Paragraph 8 foresees that the adoption may have 
the effect of terminating Mr. M.K.'s parental rights, in which case "between them", the respondent "will 
always be the father", and, moreover, a father with only those rights "accorded to him by this Agreement". 
One paragraph foresees a judgment in favour of all three parties, the other a judgment in favour of the 
applicants.  

[52] Furthermore, what can the statement that "Mr. M.K. will always be the child's father" mean if a court 
terminates his "parental rights" and he is left with "the rights accorded him by the Agreement"? Granted, 
one can draw distinction between being a "father" and having "parental rights", but how is it drawn in this 
agreement? Paragraph 8 provides that "the parties will consent to Mr. M.K.'s parental rights continuing 
notwithstanding the adoption by the applicants, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in 
the Child and Family Services Act". Are those parental rights the same rights "contained in the agreement"? 
The agreement is, at best, ambiguous on these questions. In my view, it is not possible for the court to 
divine the parties' intentions from these contradictory, confusing and unclear provisions.  

[53] For these reasons as well, I reject the applicants' argument that para. 8 either constitutes the requisite 
consent to the adoption or an enforceable "agreement to agree" to the adoption. Valid parental consent is 
essential to an adoption and an adoption order cannot be made in its absence. At no time did the respondent 
execute a formal consent to an adoption, although he was repeatedly asked to do so by counsel for the 
applicants. At no time did he surrender his parental rights. The respondent did not and does not consent to 
the adoption. Whether or not he agreed to consent to an adoption six years ago might have been relevant at 
the time. Today, it is virtually irrelevant.  

[54] It is, however, of interest to examine the agreement for the purpose of understanding the role the 
applicants intended the respondent to play in B.'s life. The agreement states that its goals were: 
-- to ensure that the applicants could have and raise a child together with the security of having exclusive 
authority over the child free of any threat of legal proceedings; and  
-- to ensure that the child would know her father and that the father could feel secure in the knowledge that 
his relationship with the child would be respected by the applicants.  

[55] The agreement specifically expressed the parties' "intention to be co-parents of the child" and that Mr. 
M.K. would "be acknowledged as and [play] an active role as the child's father . . .". In particular, the 
agreement gave the respondent the following parenting rights: 
-- the right to be acknowledged as the child's father;  
-- the right to play an active role as the child's father;  
-- the right to be a co-parent of the child;  
-- the right to regular and liberal access to the child, including the right to increased access and overnight 
access as the child grows older, and Father's Day, holiday and extended summer vacation access;  
-- the right to be involved and consulted on all major decisions affecting the child, including the child's 
name;  
-- the right to have custody of the child in the event of the death of both mothers;  
-- the right to receive mailings from the child's school and to be apprised with reasonable notice of all 
school events and other important events in the child's life;  
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-- the right to "all of the rights and obligations of an access parent", except as limited by the agreement;  
-- the right to be involved in all major events for the child, including birthdays and other celebrations; 
[and]  
-- the right to be named as the father on the statement of live birth.  

[56] The agreement also provided for limitations on the respondent's parental rights: 
-- the applicants have exclusive and final decision-making authority over all matters relating to the child 
and "all matters touching the best interests of the child";  
-- the child would reside primarily with the applicants;  
-- the respondent would not remove the child from the applicants' home for access until they agreed B. was 
ready for this change;  
-- the respondent would respect the applicants' guidelines about the B.'s routines;  
-- the respondent would inform the applicants of the people who would be in contact with B. during his 
access time in advance of such contact;  
-- the respondent would ask the applicants to babysit the child if he required a babysitter during his access 
visits, and if not, he would hire a babysitter agreed upon in advance;  
-- the respondent waived any claims to equal time or alternating residence arrangements with the child;  
-- he waived the right to claim legal action under the appropriate statute for any more time or an access 
schedule other than what was provided for in the agreement;  
-- he waived commencing any court proceedings that in any way challenged the applicants' rights to make 
decisions about the child;  
-- he was not free to claim custody of the child;  
-- he was absolutely barred from any application to a court of competent jurisdiction for custody of or 
access to the child except in accordance with the agreement and, if he attempted to make such a claim, he 
would fully indemnify the applicants for any and all costs; [and]  
-- the biological mother would have the right to name the child if he and the applicants could not agree 
upon a name.  

[57] Many of these of these restrictions are common in the context of separation agreements. Some are 
enforceable, some are probably unenforceable and some, like the provision requiring the respondent to 
"inform the applicants of the people who would be in contact with B. during his access time in advance of 
the contact", are a recipe for future conflict. But none of these provisions fundamentally negate or alter the 
respondent's existential position as B.'s parent. I find the agreement expresses the common intention of the 
parties that, although the respondent would not be a custodial parent, he was to have a true parental role in 
B.'s life. As expressions of the parties intentions at the time of execution (and since to the extent the parties 
have not varied the agreement), in my view these provisions support the respondent's position in this 
application.  

[58] A decision regarding B.'s best interests cannot be predetermined by a contract. In the result, the 
applicants have failed to establish that the court should be bound by the provisions in the agreement 
respecting adoption or that the court should give weight to the parties' intentions respecting adoption as 
expressed in the agreement.  

7. Analysis  

[59] In an application to dispense with consent under s. 138 of the Child and Family Services Act, the onus 
is on the applicants to show that the order is in the child's best interests. [See Note 9 below] Section 136 of 
the Act sets out the criteria for the court to consider in making this determination:  

136(2) Where a person is directed in this Part to make an order or determination in the best 
interests of a child, the person shall take into consideration those of the following circumstances 
of the case that he or she considers relevant: 
1. The child's physical, mental and emotional needs, and the appropriate care or treatment to 
meet those needs. 2. The child's physical, mental and emotional level of development. 3. The 
child's cultural background. 4. The religious faith, if any, in which the child is being raised. 5. 
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The importance for the child's development of a positive relationship with a parent and a secure 
place as a member of a family. 6. The child's relationships by blood or through an adoption 
order. 7. The importance of continuity in the child's care and the possible effect on the child of 
disruption of that continuity. 8. The child's views and wishes, if they can be reasonably 
ascertained. 9. The effects on the child of delay in the disposition of the case. 10. Any other 
relevant circumstance. 

[60] Of these criteria, the third, fourth, eighth and ninth are not relevant to this application. I have 
addressed some of the issues raised by the first and second criteria earlier in this judgment, but I return now 
to a consideration of the second criterion, "the child's physical, mental and emotional level of 
development", as well as the fifth, "the importance for the child's development of a positive relationship 
with a parent and a secure place as a member of a family", and the seventh, "the importance of continuity in 
the child's care and the possible effect on the child of disruption of that continuity".  

[61] I am quite satisfied that B. enjoys a positive relationship and a secure place in her primary family and 
that she will continue to do so. The applicants are dedicated, loving parents. Notwithstanding the 
importance that the applicants place on obtaining an adoption order to create security for Ms. C.A.D., both 
applicants testified that they would continue to parent B. in the same way as they have in the past if the 
application is denied. There is every reason to suppose the applicants will continue to command respect and 
recognition as B.'s mothers, and as her custodial parents, in all aspects of B.'s health, welfare and education, 
whether or not this adoption is granted.  

[62] It is, however, important, when considering the fifth and seventh criteria, to recognize that B. also has 
a "positive relationship" and a "secure place" as a member of the respondent's family. Having heard the 
applicants' testimony and having been persuaded of their developing animus towards the respondent, I am 
concerned that B.'s security in her relationship with the respondent would not remain intact if the motion to 
dispense with consent, and the adoption, were granted.  

[63] Furthermore, although the applicants submit that the respondent will continue to exercise access, that 
he will "always be the father", and that B.'s relationship with his extended family will be preserved, I have 
no confidence this will truly be the case. The applicants have unilaterally cut short the respondent's summer 
access without notification, have imposed supervised access without consultation, mediation or arbitration 
and are presently claiming in the arbitration that his access should be on Thursday evenings and one day 
visit per month with no overnights or holidays. The respondent argues that an adoption would provide the 
applicants with a further legal tool to marginalize his role in B.'s life. It is no answer to this concern to say 
that the issue of access will be left to the arbitrators now and in the future. Given the gravity and 
importance that the law has always ascribed to adoption, the respondent's status in any present or future 
access proceedings would be permanently prejudiced, and this will affect B.'s future relationship with him. 
That relationship needs to be preserved.  

[64] I also believe that, if the adoption is granted and B.'s biological relationship with her father is legally 
severed, the effect would be to undermine B.'s sense of her place in the world, her confidence in her 
experience of the world and her understanding of who her family is. She is six years of age and she knows 
she has two mothers and a father. She knows where her primary home is and who her primary caregivers 
are. She also knows that she belongs to a second family. As the respondent testified, "B. recognizes herself 
as a child of the K. family as well". None of this is disputed. This is the world that B. knows and there is no 
evidence that she has any problems with it. It would be unfair not only to the respondent, but also to B., to 
now fundamentally change its character.  

[65] The respondent states that an adoption order would "negate B.'s lived reality" and eloquently 
addressed this issue in another context, when he described his objection to the wording in a draft of the 
declaration application:  



. . . because it set out my role as that of a mere sperm donor, and that was so contrary to what we had 
agreed on at the beginning in terms of my role in my daughter's life. It was also so disturbing to me 
because, at some point, our daughter grows up and she reads things. The declaration of parentage is 
an important document, because it's the document that brings her mother [S.] onside legally. So it's a 
document she should know. It wasn't appropriate for my daughter, who I love, who is the apple of my 
eye, who I've done everything for, for her to read later on that her father saw his role in a parenting 
triangle is that of a mere sperm donor.  

[66] I believe this question of the difference between the respondent and a "mere sperm donor" goes to the 
heart of this proceeding, and I turn to it now in my concluding reasons. Criterion number six, "the child's 
relationships by blood or through an adoption order", deserves special comment in this case. Adoption is 
inescapably about biology, because adoption severs a child's biological link to a parent. Even in a society 
that has placed affectional ties at the centre of a child's best interests, the child's biological connections 
remain a fundamental value. Indeed the applicants seek the adoption order precisely so the respondent's 
biological connection to B. can be severed and so that Ms. C.A.D., the child's non- biological mother, and 
one of her primary caregivers, can assume the position that biology conferred on the respondent. However, 
in this case, the applicants also propose that the respondent will "continue to be a father" and continue to 
exercise access. Since the child's relationship by blood is only one of the factors in the "best interests" test, 
what weight should be attributed to the blood tie in these circumstances?  

[67] One answer to these questions may be found in the 2006 amendments to the Child and Family 
Services Act: see the Child and Family Services Statute Law Amendment Act, 2006, S.O. 2006, c. 5 (in 
force on November 30, 2006). Pursuant to these amendments, s. 37, which defines "best interests" in non- 
adoption proceedings, was changed. Section 37(3)6 was deleted and replaced with new wording. This 
paragraph formerly defined "best interests" in non-adoption proceedings to include "The child's 
relationships by blood or through an adoption order." It now reads: 
6. The child's relationships and emotional ties to a parent, sibling, relative, other member of the child's 
extended family or member of the child's community.  

[68] Section 136(2)6 of the Act, which defines "best interests" in adoption proceedings, was not amended. 
It continues to provide that "the child's relationships by blood or through an adoption order" shall be taken 
into account, where relevant, when a court is directed to make an order in the best interests of a child.  

[69] The amending legislation also introduced the concept of "openness agreements" and "openness 
orders", which are agreements and orders made, inter alia, for the purposes of "facilitating communication 
or maintaining a relationship" between the child and a birth parent, birth sibling or birth relative of the 
child. [See Note 10 below] The introduction of openness provisions suggests that a child's best interests 
may lie in knowing and maintaining a connection to a biological parent. That the legislature chose to retain 
the test of blood ties in Part VII of the Act and to permit a role for birth parents after an adoption is an 
indication of the importance that society continues to place on the biological relationship between parent 
and child. [See Note 11 below] At the same time, it is well established that affectional relationships, i.e., 
"the parental tie as a meaningful and positive force in the life of the child", fundamentally govern the 
interpretation of a child's best interests. Considering blood ties in this context, I conclude that the biological 
connection is of enhanced significance where, as in this case, the child has an important relationship with a 
parent.  

[70] The Child and Family Services Act provides that an order of adoption is final and irrevocable. It may 
not be questioned or reviewed in any court by way of injunction, declaratory judgment, certiorari, 
mandamus, prohibition, habeas corpus or application for judicial review. For all purposes of law, as of the 
date of the making of an adoption order, the adopted child becomes the child of the adoptive parent, the 
adopted child ceases to be the child of the person who was his or her parent before the adoption order was 
made, and ceases to be the relative of the former parent's relatives. For this reason, adoption has been 
characterized in many cases as "the statutory guillotine of the biological relationship". [See Note 12 below] 
Adoption results in the final and irrevocable severance of the biological bond between parent and child. 
[See Note 13 below]  
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[71] In most reported cases where consent was dispensed with, the court found that the child had no 
knowledge of or relationship with the parent, or the parent posed a risk to the child. [See Note 14 below] 
Although parental misconduct is not required to support a motion to dispense, the courts generally rely on 
such circumstances to balance what the child would lose against what he or she would gain by permitting 
the adoption to proceed. [See Note 15 below] As I have indicated, in the case before me there is no abuse or 
abandonment by the respondent. [See Note 16 below] There is no risk of harm to the child. There is no 
evidence the respondent lacks parenting skills. There is no evidence the respondent is a bad moral 
influence. There is no improper motive on the respondent's part relating to his own interests rather than 
child's. 

[72] As evidence of how the applicants viewed the respondent's role in B.'s life as recently as July 2007, I 
set out a paragraph in the application for a declaration that they executed:  

[Mr. M.K.] is an engaged and loving parent who has been an important part of [B.'s] life since birth. 
[B.] has always known that [Mr. M.K.] is her father. [Ms. M.A.C.] and [Ms. C.A.D.] always refer to 
[Mr. M.K.] as [B.'s] father or daddy. [Mr. M.K.] has regular and a reliable time with [B.]. [Mr. M.K.] 
makes sure that [B.] is in a loving environment during her time with him. They share a strong bond 
and enjoy spending time together. [Mr. M.K.] loves [B.] and she loves him. Given their clear 
engagement and connection one with the other, it is in [B.'s] best interests that [Mr. M.K.] continue to 
be recognized as her father. The law should reflect what [B.] and our community, already knows, 
[Mr. M.K.] is her father and [B.] has three parents . . . The best interests of [B.] require that both of 
her mothers be acknowledged as her parents, and that her father also be recognized as her parent, for 
all purposes of law.  

[73] The respondent has acted as a responsible parent. He has involved himself to the extent he was 
permitted in B.'s education and recreation. Whenever he was given the opportunity to care for B. by the 
applicants, he accepted the responsibility. The respondent's "parental rights" and his parental relationship 
with B. have arisen not only because he is her biological father, but because he has been actively and 
wholeheartedly involved with her as a father. It is relevant in this proceeding that the respondent's 
relationship with B. also developed because the applicants invited him to be a parent, initially agreed to, 
and encouraged, his relationship with B., and, whether willingly or not, allowed that relationship to grow.  

[74] The applicants in this case are intelligent, thoughtful and politically conscious of their positions as 
lesbians in a predominantly heterosexual society. Everything about who they are went into their decision to 
have this child. When they decided to have a child, they fully understood that, although engaging a sperm 
donor was a biological necessity, engaging a known sperm donor was not. Thus, when they decided, even 
before they had chosen the respondent, that they wanted their child to have a known and involved father, 
they knew that, if they chose well, their child would develop a relationship with a parent who was not part 
of their immediate family. They knew that a parent-and-child relationship gives rise to rights and 
responsibilities. They anticipated that a third parent would be involved with their family and had to have 
anticipated that this parent might disagree with, or challenge, their parenting choices, just as they must do 
with one another. It is likely that they also knew, since Ms. M.A.C. is a lawyer and fraternizes with family 
lawyers, that some day, if their relations went badly with the biological father, a mediator or an arbitrator or 
a judge might interpret their child's best interests to include preserving her connection with that father. Now 
they want to turn back the clock and make a different choice. If this was ever possible, it is not possible 
after six years. Time and experience have proven that the respondent is not a "mere sperm donor" and B. is 
no longer a theoretical proposition, nor is her relationship with her father.  

[75] I want to make two observations in closing. The first is that, despite the fact that this case involved gay 
and lesbian parties, many of the issues are common to those experienced by any couple who do not have 
complete control over the biological process of conception and by newly reconstituted families who must 
contend with a child's other parent. This case is not about protecting nuclear families to reduce their 
anxieties. The same imperative that compels us to reconsider our definition of parent in the modern context 
has equally compelled us to reconsider the concept of the nuclear family. In this case, I am considering the 
legal situation of a self- constructed, non-traditional family -- the three-parent family created by these 



parties. However, even in this new context, this case is governed by the law of adoption and, having 
considered that law, I have concluded that the applicants are not entitled to an order dispensing with Mr. 
M.K.'s consent to their adoption of B. My second observation is that I appreciate how the applicants, as 
lesbians, might fear the loss of control over their own reproduction occasioned by the necessary 
involvement of a sperm donor in the creation of their family. I would remind them, using Ms. M.A.C.'s 
words, that the options for gay men "are in some ways much more bleaker than even . . . ours". For the sake 
of B., and in their own best interests, these parties will have to learn to live with their choices.  

[76] The motion is dismissed.  

Motion dismissed.  

Notes  

----------------  

Note 1: The parents in A. (A.) v. B. (B.), supra, had chosen not to apply for an adoption [at para. 13] 
"because, if they did so, B.B. would lose his status as D.D.'s parent by reason of s. 158(2) of the Child and 
Family Services Act", and they [at para. 1] "believed it would be in the child's best interests that B.B. 
remain involved in the child's life".  

Note 2: See para. 37 of Gordon v. Goertz, 1996 CanLII 191 (SCC), [1996] 2 S.C.R. 27, [1996] S.C.J. No. 
52.  

Note 3: Id., at para. 37.  

Note 4: See p. 63 S.C.R. of Young v. Young, 1993 CanLII 34 (SCC), [1993] 4 S.C.R. 3, [1993] S.C.J. No. 
112.  

Note 5: In fact, the letter of retainer, sent to Dr. Berman by the applicants' counsel, specified that ". . . you 
would meet with my clients and the child. You would not meet with the father. You can assume that the 
child has a good enough relationship with her father who exercises access on a regular basis." Dr. Berman 
accepted the retainer on these terms. Although counsel subsequently indicated to Dr. Berman that if he 
wished to see the father, this could be arranged, Dr. Berman felt it was unnecessary.  

Note 6: Which clearly falls below the standards set in the Ontario Psychological Foundation's 
Custody/Access Assessment Guidelines: Report of the Interdisciplinary Committee for Custody/Access 
Assessments (Ontario, 1988; revised in 1998 by Faith K. Kaplan, Barbara L. Landau and Robert L. 
McWhinney).  

Note 7: See Ligate v. Richardson (1997), 1997 CanLII 650 (ON CA), 34 O.R. (3d) 423, [1997] O.J. No. 
2519 (C.A.), where the court stated [at para. 59]:  

In Woodhouse v. Woodhouse (1996), 1996 CanLII 902 (ON CA), 29 O.R. (3d) 417 (Ont. 
C.A.) Weiler J.A, writing for the majority, affirmed at p. 431 the well established principle that: 
"Separation agreements are not binding on the court because it is the interests of the children rather 
than those of the parents which are at issue. Willick v. Willick, 1994 CanLII 28 (SCC), [1994] 3 
S.C.R. 670, 6 R.F.L. (4th) 161; P.(D.) v. S.(C.), 1993 CanLII 35 (SCC), [1993] 4 S.C.R. 141." 
Although Weiler J.A. considered it reasonable to think that the terms of a separation agreement 
reflected the parties' views concerning the best interests of the children at the time of the agreement's 
making, she did not suggest that the agreement should be afforded any special or added weight. 
Rather, the terms of the agreement are to be considered as a factor, along with all of the other facts 
and circumstances, old as well as new, in the determination of the child's best interests.  
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Note 8: The agreements that constitute domestic contracts under the Act are defined in s. 51 of the Act, and 
following.  

Note 9: Section 138(a) of the Act provides that:  

138  The court may dispense with a consent required under section 137 for the adoption of a child, . . . 
where the court is satisfied that,  

(a) it is in the child's best interests to do so; . . . 

See, also, Carter Children (Re), [1976] N.S.J. No. 373, 15 N.S.R. (2d) 181 (S.C. (A.D.)).  

Note 10: See s. 136(1) of the Child and Family Services Act, as amended by S.O. 2006, c. 5, s. 33.  

Note 11: See, also, para. 16 of Trociuk v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2003 SCC 34 
(CanLII), [2003] 1 S.C.R. 835, [2003] S.C.J. No. 32.  

Note 12: See Re B. (a minor) (adoption: jurisdiction), [1975] Fam. 127, [1975] 2 All E.R. 449 (Fam. Div.), 
approved in Re D. (Infant), [1977] A.C. 602, [1977] 1 All E.R. 145 (H.L.), at p. 166 All E.R.:  

It is quite wrong to use the adoption law to extinguish the relationship between the protesting father 
and child, unless there is some really serious factor which justifies the use of the statutory guillotine.  

See, also, para. 13 of Children's Aid Society of Toronto v. H. (R.), [2000] O.J. No. 5853, 2000 CanLII 3158 
(C.J.).  

Note 13: See, also, W. (C.G.) v. J. (M.) (1981), 1981 CanLII 1644 (ON CA), 34 O.R. (2d) 44, [1981] O.J. 
No. 3099 (C.A.), where the court stated that [at pp. 50-51 O.R.]:  

The adoption order creates a new family; the natural parents cease to be parents of the child and the 
past history of that relationship is expunged. The adopted child becomes, in the opening words of s. 
86(1) "for all purposes" (emphasis added) the child of the adopting parent "as if [the adopted child] 
had been born to the adopting parent". The exclusion of the history of the blood and physical 
relationship between the natural parents and the child from further consideration could not have been 
expressed in clearer legislative terms.  

. . . . .  

If, as sometimes happens, the natural parent establishes a relationship with the child after the adoption 
order is made, then such parent is "any person" and might apply for custody or access to the child under 
s. 35(1) of the Family Law Reform Act, 1978. That application would be determined in the child's best 
interests based in part on the extent and nature of the established relationship. . . .  

The adoption order was a declaration that it was in the best interests of the child that a new family be 
established and old relationships completely severed.  

Note 14: See E. (K.A.) v. R. (d.), [2000] O.J. No. 391, 2000 CarswellOnt 369 (S.C.J.). And see the cases 
cited in Lott v. MacRae, 2005 CanLII 7659 (ON SC), [2005] O.J. No. 1060, [2005] O.T.C. 205 (S.C.J.).  

Note 15: See c. (p.) v. C.-G. (P.C.), [2004] O.J. No. 3247, 2004 Oncj 130 (CanLII).  
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Note 16: Although the respondent did not pay child support in this case, this was because it was a critical 
point for the applicants, and their sense of autonomy, that the respondent not pay child support. Support 
was neither solicited nor deemed desirable, and the respondent's offers to pay support were refused. 

 


